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“Thank you once again for all of your help, hard 
work and enthusiasm in Hong Kong. Makes our 

lives much easier on the day, gives us time to 
pursue other work and to top it all off you are 

both great company. Also, your help with building 
and breaking down the Roborace stand was 

invaluable – and I’m not sure what we would have 
done without you.”
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Entertainment, fun and action are the most important ingredients for most people when they are 
considering a corporate hospitality event, family fun day or party. These ingredients are what we at 

LMS Events & Entertainments base our events around, whether it be team building days, driving events, 
country sport & shooting events, multi-activity days, family fun days, product launches, exhibitions, trade 

shows, themed events, casino nights or private parties.

LMS is based in North Yorkshire and started in the corporate entertainment business back in 1988. Over the 
years we have expanded our range of activities, which are all capable of achieving different objectives. Our 

company offers a wide range of venues and profile of venues across the country and we are the suppliers of 
corporate events to many blue-chip companies.

At LMS we pride ourselves in event management and can offer our services not just nationally but also 
internationally and have experience in operating events in various countries including France, Germany, 

Belgium, and as far as Hong Kong. 

Our company’s aims and objectives are to provide you with an event which far exceeds expectations, with 
everything arranged for you, from catering and accommodation, to the activities and event timetable, leaving 

you to enjoy the day with your clients, staff or guests.

Here at LMS Events & Entertainments we also pride ourselves on professional and second-to-none customer 
service before, during and even after your event. Finding a reputable and reliable provider for your events 

and entertainment is easier said than done. A strong track record covering over 30 years in the industry 
means that at LMS we have the ideas, skills and resources to deliver what you need reliably, efficiently and 
successfully.

LMS is a company offering a complete service, we own most of the equipment required for the events and 
activities on offer, and so we can offer you a value for money package. The events we do subcontract in, are 

the likes of Falconry, which due to its nature is very specialised.

So, if you feel that our products and expertise would help to assist with your company’s profile, image and 
future development, or you would like your special event, promotion or party organising give us a call on 

(01642) 713010 where our team at LMS Events & Entertainments will be delighted to discuss your requirements.

EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
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BLINDFOLD CAMP
Upon arriving at this activity a team leader is selected, and the rest 

of the team is blindfolded. It is the job of your leader to verbally 
instruct the team how to erect the tent placed in front of them.

BLINDFOLD SHEEP HERDING 
Instruct your team on the best route through a 

simple course. However, they are blindfolded and 
communication is banned, except you can bark like a 

dog and they can bleat like a sheep.

CRACKERJACKS/A-Z 
CHALLENGE 

Good communication and logical thinking are 
needed, as your team must work out the 

correct combination of moves to complete 
these puzzles.

CRIME SCENE 
There has been a murder and it’s 

up to you and your team to 
assess the crime scene and all 

the evidence that surrounds 
where the victim lays. 

When you return the 
crime scene has been 

tampered with and 
as a team you must 

restore the area to 
its original state.

CRIME 
WATCH 
Your team 
write the script, 
play the parts, 
shoot the footage of 
who-dunnit with the 
premiere following on. 

DIFFUSION 
The clock is ticking. Your 
team must decipher the 
clues and relay the answers to 
another team member via a field 
telephone, who must defuse the 
situation just in the nick of time.

DRY LAND RAFT 
Your team have a set time to get as many 
people and their designated items along 
the river using only the equipment provided. 
Points are won and lost as the raft races from 
one end of the river to the other.

ISLAND OF ADVENTURE 
You and your team must traverse the deadly desert 
using only the equipment provided.

MEDIA MAYHEM 
As you enter the studio your team will be allowed to choose 
from an array of items to advertise. You will then have a set 
amount of time to film a short commercial. This activity can also 
be presented as a news show with your team acting out the news 
story from the scene.
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MELTDOWN 
A series of chemical accidents have happened, you need to quickly 
resolve this corrosive situation.

MINEFIELD 
Your team must cross a simulated minefield, including trip 
wires, using the equipment provided. A container must also 
be transferred across the minefield before its contents 
cause an environmental disaster.

MOTOR BUILD 
In this activity your team is provided with a 
box of things you would find in most office 
environments. Your task is to create a self-
propelled vehicle, which will be pitched 
alongside all the other teams in a head to 
head race at the end of the event.

PYRAMID PILLARS 
This mind-boggling task requires 
your team to be logical and 
confident in decisions to move 
the pyramid to its new location.

ROLLERBALL 
A basic design and 
engineering team 
puzzle and a great 
icebreaker.

SAFE 
CRACKER 

Pitch your mental 
agility against the 

mix of clues and 
quizzes that lie before 

you as you try to work out 
the answers that will lead 

you to the code for cracking 
the safe.

THE ISLAND 
X marks the spot of the problem, Y is 

where the answer should lie.

FUN MONEY 
Your event can be set with the team’s 

objectives being to earn as much fun money 
at each activity as possible. Throughout the day 

this can be totalled up to determine your winning 
team or even carried through to your evening event. 

This fun money is provided with your own company 
logo or pictures and printed in full colour. 

“AHR Building Consultancy Directors and staff would 
like to say a massive thank you for all your hard work 
on Friday. Everyone had a fabulous time and there is a 

great buzz in the office today. Once again thanks to you 
all and look forward to working with you again soon!”

AHR Building Consultancy
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“This event is for everyone, you don’t need to 
be a petrol head to succeed. There were 14 in our 

group all ages, men and women. The instructors 
taught you on a one to one basis so you picked up 

the skills quickly. Perfect activity for friends or a 
really different corporate event.”

Mark Buckland

DRIVING EVENTS
BLINDFOLD DRIVING
A combination of trust and smooth driving are needed as 
passengers guide their driver and vehicle through a coned 
course blindfolded. Driver finesse and communication skills 
are needed in practice before your attempt to complete the 
course without penalties.

CAR LAUNCHES
We can help you with your car launches or arrive 
and drive days either at your venue or at a range 
of venues across the UK.

CHUCKLE BUGGIES
A unique experience, these bizarre 
machines are controlled with two levers. 
Push them forward  and off you go, 
pull them back to stop, and pull 
one forward, one back to turn 
on the spot. Not only do you 
have to control the buggy, 
but you have to negotiate 
a slalom course without 
demolishing the markers 
on the way.

FINESSE 
DRIVING

Smooth driving is needed as 
you will manoeuvre your vehicle 

through a coned course without 
losing the ball out of the dish on the 

bonnet.

KARTING
A popular driving activity for everyone, 

allowing you to experience the thrills and 
spills of racing first hand. Karting is a leading 

international form of motorsport. 
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“Awesome afternoon. Kelly and Paul run a relaxed, 
but professional tutoring session. They really go 

that extra bit and we would highly recommend. 
Thanks for tailoring our experience too.”

James Harrison

DRIVING EVENTS

REVERSE STEER DRIVING
All you have to do is drive through a coned course. 

Simple! Until you realise that when you turn left the 
car turns right and your heading for a cone. The 

challenge is to complete the course with as few 
penalties as possible.

STUNT DRIVING
Learn to perform the fast and furious 

stunts like in the movies with our 
professional stunt drivers. Learn how 

to do various car stunts including 
handbrake turns, handbrake parallel 

parking, donuts and j turns.

PRECISION 
DRIVING 
DISPLAYS 
Our professional stunt 
drivers are trained to a high 
standard to perform displays 
and shows including various 
stunts to impress a crowd and 
have various routines to suit your 
requirements, whether it’s in FWD, RWD 
cars, or both. Bringing an exciting show 
with manoeuvres you may be familiar with 
from some movies, giving James Bond a 
run for his money! We also have the UK’s only 
female led stunt and precision driving display 
team, adding that extra twist to stunt displays. 
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ARMY ASSAULT COURSE
This large army assault course is suitable for adult and children 

alike. The course comprises of two lanes. Compete against your 
friends or colleagues by having to negotiate walls, hoops, biff 

baff poles and tubes either against the clock or just for fun! 

BOUNCY CASTLES 
Various size bouncy castles available for your event for 

a variety of ages. 

BUNGEE RUN
Human strength versus bungee rope. Harness 

on and see who can get the furthest. Using 
the velcro battens to mark your distance 

then fly or run backwards for another try. 
Contestants can be competitive or run 

individually.

COCONUT SHIE
An inflatable version of the 

traditional fun fair stall. Throw 
the balls at the coconuts to 

receive a coconut prize.

EQUALIZER
A bungee with a 
difference, where two 
players back to back pull 
and tug each other to get 
the furthest, while pulling 
each other back.

GIANT SLIDE 
A brilliant fun inflatable for your 
event to burn your energy on.

GLADIATOR ARENA
Contenders battle it out head to head with 
the gladiator jousts to see who can knock the 
other off their podium first. 

HUMAN DEMOLITION
This four person game is great for team challenges or 
just as a bit of fun for all age groups. Visually a great 
centrepiece for your event field, you must try to knock 
each other off the pedestals using the giant wrecking ball.

HUMAN ROULETTE
Lay on the giant central disc as it spins and tilts, then spin off 
onto the giant inflatable roulette wheel landing on either red or 
black. 

INFLATABLES
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HUNGRY HIPPOS
The number one board game, turned into reality. You are the hungry 
hippo! Collect as many balls as possible from the centre in a set 
time, be careful you’re on a bungee rope.

RODEO BULL
Ride the bull and see how long you can hold on for before 
you get thrown off. 

RODEO HORSE
An alternative to the bull for all the horse riders 
out there.

RODEO REINDEER 
A fantastic addition to any Christmas event, 
see how long you can last on the reindeer 
before you get thrown off.

RODEO SHEEP 
An alternative to the bull for all 
the sheep lovers or at country 
shows.

SURF 
MACHINE
Ride the waves and 
see how long you 
can balance for 
before you get 
thrown off the 
surfboard.

UNCLIMBABLE 
LADDER

A game involving two players 
at a time. Race your opponent 

to the top of the ladder as quick 
as you can, however be careful, the 

ladder is flexible and wobbles in all 
directions. 

WIPEOUT
The sweeper arm is a fun and competitive 

game from the TV favourite game show. With 
up to 6 players, go head to head and see who can 

withstand the sweeper arm the longest without 
getting knocked off. 

INFLATABLES

“Just wanted to drop you a quick line to say thank you 
for your team’s hard work at our Open Day which was 
another manically busy event! Overall, the day was a 

great success!”
Daisy Chain Project
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BASKETBALL SHOOTOUT
This bright and colourful inflatable is a brilliant sporting game 
that tests your accuracy and speed. Try and score 3 out of 3.

CRAZY GOLF
Compete against your friends or play just for fun around 
our 3 or 9 hole course, each with its own challenging 
obstacle.

FOOTPOOL
The giant game of pool with a difference. Pot 
the coloured balls followed by the black 
before your opponent does. Players must 
aim and kick only the white ball into 
their respective colours and hope 
for the coloured ball to go into the 
pocket. 

GIANT 
DARTBOARD
Throw the balls to land 
anywhere on the board. 
Presented with a 
member of staff to 
keep your scores for 
you, this offers 
this great game 
on a giant and 
safe scale. 

PENALTY 
SHOOTOUT

Take it in turns to be the 
striker as you try to outwit 

the keeper, be it a friend or 
a member of our staff it’s up 

to you.

SNOOKBALL  
The giant game of snooker with a 

difference. Pot the coloured balls in the 
correct order before your opposing player. 

However, players must aim and kick only the 
white ball into their respective colours and 

hope for the coloured ball to go into the pocket.

TARGET GOLF
Test your skills to obtain a high score by chipping 

your golf ball into one of our many targets set out over 
the lawn.

SPORTS GAMES

“We will certainly use your services again in the 
future for any team building or fun day events that 

we have.”
Lightwater Valley
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AIR RIFLE SHOOTING
The shooting event for all, airguns offer the chance to try your 

shooting skills at targets, under instruction and in complete 
safety.

ARCHERY
Once a medieval weapon, archery has developed into 

a hi-tech sport. With full one to one instruction 
provided, you will learn skills needed to hit the 

traditional round targets. Practice sessions are 
followed by a friendly competition to determine 

who is Robin Hood for the day.

CLAY PIGEON 
SHOOTING

One of the most prestigious of 
corporate pursuits. As part of an 

entertaining introduction for you 
and your guests, we can arrange 

clay shooting as part of a 
multi-activity day, or arrange 

a full country clay shoot 
day. Our experienced 

instructors provide 
individual tuition and 

your guests enjoy 
the chance to 

shoot 12 and 20 
bore shotguns 

on a variety 
of stands.

CROSSBOW 
SHOOTING
Like a mixture of field 
archery and rifle shooting, 
crossbows are a real test of 
skill and co-ordination. Round 
targets are placed approximately 
15 metres from the shooter. Go for 
gold.

FALCONRY
This ancient sport of kings, using birds of 
prey for hunting, offers a unique experience 
and the chance to handle these magnificent 
creatures. You will get the opportunity to hunt 
with the birds after a spectacular flying display 
controlled by the instructor.

LASER CLAY SHOOTING
A simulated version of the conventional sport where 
venues are restricted by either size or environmental 
factors. Five guns shoot laser beams simultaneously at 
reflective clays and scores are displayed and decoded on the 
electronic scoreboard. Can come in outdoor, floodlit or indoor 
versions.

COUNTRY SPORTS
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GAMES
Entertain yourself with these simple but highly enjoyable games 

we all know and love. Suitable for indoor or outdoor events.

2 Lane Scalextric

A-Zs

Air Hockey

Bar Skittles

Big Screen Virtual Sports

Boules

Crackerjacks 

Croquet

Darts

Giant Buzz Wire

Giant Chess

Giant Connect 4

Giant Dominoes

Giant Downfall

Giant Draughts

Giant Jenga 

Giant Kerplunk

Giant Noughts & 
Crosses 

Giant Operation

Giant Pick-up 
Sticks

Giant 
Snakes & 

Ladders

Golf Putting 
Hole 

Higher Or Lower

Horns & Hoops

Lawn Darts

Limbo

Mastermind

Neuron Race

Pool

Puzzles

Quoits

Shuffleboard

Skittles

Space Hoppers

Squares Of Hanoi

Table Football

Table Tennis

Twister

Whack Attack

MONEY MAKERS CHALLENGE 
A fast paced and thrilling team building event, where
your group is split into teams and each team must try 
to accumulate the most fun money. This is done by placing 
wagers with opposing teams to see who can win when competing 
on a variety of games. The money makers challenge comes 
with personalised fun money bespoke to your event that all the 
contestants will compete with. 

GAMES & MONEY 
MAKERS CHALLENGE
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GAME CONSOLES 
Compete against each other or play just for fun in front of a big 
screen on interactive games consoles. Great fun to play and 
great fun to watch as up to four players compete at a time on 
a wide range of games including bowling, tennis, baseball, 
golf, truck racing, Olympic games, boxing plus many 
others.

GIANT BUZZ WIRE 
The classic game that requires nerves of steel 
and a stone cold steady hand to negotiate 
the electrified wire. With the countdown 
clock ticking away it will certainly put the 
pressure on. Lose your three lives and you 
are out!

GRAB A GRAND 
MACHINE
An excellent crowd puller that 
everyone can participate in 
and relive the old days of the 
Crystal Maze and Noel’s 
House Party. When the 
claxon sounds catch 
as much fun money 
as you can before 
time runs out.

INDOOR 
LASER 

TARGET 
SHOOTING 

This unique shooting 
experience enables five 

participants to compete 
against each other. Shoot 

the randomly lit LED targets as 
they appear down the blackened 

tunnel. The tunnel is lit with 
black lighting and lasers and can be 

themed to your events needs including 
aliens, Christmas, Dr Who, Great Gatsby, 

Halloween James Bond, Las Vegas, Legends 
of Narnia, movie, Star Wars, western plus 

many others. We can even theme it around a 
product you would like to promote. This activity 

was predominately designed for indoor use but is 
also available as an outdoor activity.

NEURON RACE
/ WHACK ATTACK  

The latest fast paced, speed reaction test game. This two 
player head to head game is a dazzling LED display, strike as 

many lights as possible in a set time, or just more than your 
opponent. As you hit one light, another will illuminate.

ELECTRONIC GAMES
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F1 RACING SIMULATOR 
If you want to experience the brilliant graphics and life-like 
handling of a Formula 1 car whilst being in one too, then this 
is a must have at your next event! It’s the dream of many to 
race a F1 car and this gives you the opportunity to do so.

RACING SIMULATORS  
Race against friends or just against the clock on 
these race car simulators. Choose from sports 
cars around a circuit or rally cars down a 
track, you can even mix them up for a real 
challenge. With steering wheels and pedals 
to add to the realism be careful not to 
get too carried away.

RACING 
SIMULATORS 
(FLIGHT 
FRIENDLY)   
Race against your friends, 
colleagues or clients 
anywhere in the world 
with our flight friendly 
racing simulators. 
Designed for 
international 
events greatly 
reducing the 
cost of 
freight.

REMOTE 
CONTROLLED 

CARS 
Remote controlled motor 

sport is tremendous fun. It’s 
very fast, often frantic and highly 

addictive. You are guaranteed to 
enjoy yourselves. Experience all the 

thrills of high speed motor racing – 
spins, rolls, crashes and maybe even 

victory.

SCALEXTRIC   
All the thrills of motor racing at your fingertips, 

this track gives everyone the chance to revisit 
their childhood. Even if you have never done it 

before, 2 laps and you’re hooked. Event formats vary 
to suit the occasion, from team Le Mans style endurance 

races to individual sprints to full blown grand prix with 
practice, qualifying and races. 3 tracks available: 2 lane 

large Scalextric, 2 lane mini Scalextric and 8 lane Scalextric.

RACING GAMES

“Thank you for the last minute help with the simulators 
over the weekend, they went down great and we will 

definitely keep them in mind for future similar events.”
Aston Martin
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FUN CASINO
Everybody loves to gamble but nobody wants to lose their own 

money, with our Fun Casino everyone’s a winner. Our experienced, 
friendly croupiers will be on hand to aid any of your guests 

who are unfamiliar with the games and within minutes they 
will be playing like a professional. 

Your guests are given fun money which is then 
exchanged for chips at the table, as the evening draws 

to a close the chips are cashed in and the fun money 
is counted up to see who has the most. All casino 

tables are full sized and illuminated.

STANDARD CASINO 
TABLES

Blackjack
Craps

Red Dog
Roulette

Stud Poker
Texas Hold ‘Em Poker

Wheel of Fortune

BESPOKE 
CASINO 
TABLES
Bride or Groom
Chocolate Tasting 
Casino
Cocktail Tasting Casino
What’s Next?
Who’s Next?
Wine Tasting Casino

OTHER CASINO 
GAMES
Barrel & Dice
Higher or Lower
Table Top Token Slot Machines

COCKTAIL TASTING 
CASINO
Bespoke and invented by us, this new and unique 
cocktail tasting experience is mixed into a casino 
table. Guests chose a cocktail bottle, then sample the 
cocktail chosen and place their bets on the fruit they 
believe is contained in the cocktail. Alcoholic and non-
alcoholic versions are available.

WINE TASTING CASINO
This speciality table will test your tasting skills against others and 
is great fun for everyone whether you are a wine connoisseur or not. 
Sample a wine from 10 blind bottles and place your bet on which 
country you think the wine is from.
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COCKTAIL MIXING 
Ever ordered a cocktail in a bar and wished that you could 

then make it yourself? Now you can with trained cocktail 
bartenders and mixologists. Make all the classic cocktails, 

from a mojito and sex on the beach to a classy 
cosmopolitan and martini, or even try something totally 

unique and create your own!

EXPO AIR SELFIE POD  
An ultra-modern open-air photo booth using 

the latest technology and providing you with 
high quality images. Our pod comes with 

two 22” touchscreen monitors, one screen 
allows you to see the images being 

taken, on the other screen you can 
upload your images to various social 

media platforms. It also has green 
screen technology and comes 

with numerous green screen 
backgrounds, or it can come 

with a set background of 
your choice if you would 

prefer. The pod itself 
and the photos can 

be branded or 
personalised for 

the occasion 
too.

POPCORN & 
CANDYFLOSS   
Enjoy these tasty fun 
food snacks as part of your 
entertainment. Tasty popcorn 
and candyfloss will be sure to 
bring back memories of seaside 
holidays and sunny skies. Watch the 
popcorn pop and the candyfloss floss!

RACE NIGHTS 
Our race nights are bespoke and original, 
with the race operators in character, a 
professional tote booth, big screen, PA system, 
betting tokens, personalised fun money and race 
cards, the scene is set for a momentous day at the 
races.

WIND UP HORSES 
These crazy horses work on a very simple basis, who pulls 
quickest wins! The question of who’s the quickest is asked 
from the beginning of the evening when you start betting on 
your guests who are taking part. This adds an extremely funny 
element to the night.

OTHER 
ENTERTAINMENT
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PROPS
Hire various props for your event to give your venue that extra 
touch, we have props to suit a theme of your choice. Themed 
props are a fantastic way to create a brilliant atmosphere 
for your party, bringing a superior level of authenticity and 
making a lasting impression your guests.

Backdrops
Bars 
Canvases 
Card Arches
Decorative Objects
Film Strips
Flags
Giant Cocktail Glasses
Ice Luges
Lifesize Character Cutouts
Lighting Features
Olympic Rings
Posts & Ropes
Red Carpet
Signs 
Sweet Trees
Table Centres
Table Plans
Vehicles

THEMES 
Themes can 

really add to 
an event and get 

everyone in the 
party spirit no matter 

what the occasion. 
With our events team 

we can organise activities, 
entertainers, performers, props 

and theming to suit your style 
and occasion.

Disco 80s
Great Gatsby / Roaring 20s

Groovy / Glam Rock 70s
Halloween

Hawaiian / Caribbean / Beach
Hollywood 

James Bond / 007
Las Vegas

Masquerade 
Monte Carlo

Motor Sport / Racing
Movie

Raving 90s
Rock n Roll 50s

Swinging 60s
Wild West

Winter Wonderland

PROPS & THEMING
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FIRE 
EATERS 

Bring some 
danger to your 

event with our 
highly trained and 

professional fire eaters, 
they are guaranteed to 

bring some heat to your 
occasion. 

HOST, MC & 
COMPERE 

Our professional comperes are 
experienced in various fields making 

them suitable for any occasion. They have 
numerous years of experience and can adapt 

accordingly in line with your event.

JUGGLERS  
Juggling acts always go down a storm at events, 

they may even teach you for yourself!

LOOKALIKES 
We have various lookalikes available and only use the best. 

Depending on your event and theme, we can supply you with 
the perfect doppelgänger. Not only do they look alike, they are 

also great entertainers too.

We believe that having entertainers and performers can 
make an event to remember. Our professionals are trained 
in the events industry and have years of experience 
performing.

CARICATURIST
Light-hearted fun for everyone, our cartoon artists 
will leave you giggling your event away with a 
fantastic memento.

DANCERS
Our professional dancers are trained to 
dance a variety of styles to suit your 
event.

FACE PAINTERS 
Whether your event is full of 
adults or children, our face 
painters are always a hit 
with all ages.

ENTERTAINERS
& PERFORMERS
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SHOW GIRLS 
What a better way to bring the glitz and glam to your event, 

than with a welcome from our gorgeous show girls! 

SINGALIKES  
We have various singers available to perform at your 

event, no matter what your style of music, we will 
have someone suitable. Like our lookalikes; we only 

use the best!

SINGERS & BANDS  
Whether you are looking for a solo artist 

or a band, we can provide you with a 
talented artist to suit your event which 

will most certainly get the crowd 
going.

STILT WALKERS   
Our stilt walkers are a hugely 

thrilling way to welcome 
guests to your event. 

MAGICIAN 
Everyone loves 
magic and magicians 
aren’t just for the kids! 
They are a great way to 
entertain guests at many 
occasions. We only use the 
UK’s top magicians who are 
members of the Magic Circle 
and have enthusiasm which will 
guarantee to show through your 
event. 

PHOTOGRAPHER 
What better way to remember your 
event, after your event, than to look back 
on professional photographers taken by our 
professional photographer.

PRECISION DRIVING 
DISPLAYS 
With our expert stunt team and our specialised 
choreographed stunt show we can bring you a fun and 
thrilling performance to remember, using both FWD and 
RWD cars and lots of varied and impressive stunts, making a 
spectacular show for you and your guests.

ENTERTAINERS
& PERFORMERS

“Would like to say many thanks for everything you did for us 
on Saturday night all our guests were amazed!”

Paul & Debbie Mclean
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If you are looking for entertainment for a special day, we can 
provide you with the ultimate entertainment to amuse your 

guests. 

We provide fun for everyone and helping your families and 
friends (who may be strangers) get to know each other. 

Some of our entertainment can also be personalised to 
your day. 

We have various entertainment suitable for 
weddings and parties including:

Archery

Bouncy Castles

Bride Or Groom

Clay Shooting

Cocktail Mixing

Cocktail Tasting Casino

Crazy Golf

Crossbow Shooting

Expo Air Selfie Pod

Fun Casino Tables

Games Consoles

Giant Games

Indoor Laser Target 
Shooting

Laser Clay Shooting

Mr & Mrs Whack Attack

Neuron Race

Popcorn & Candyfloss

Racing Simulators

Scalextric

Sports Inflatables

Wine Tasting Casino

WEDDINGS & PARTIES

“We booked the casino tables roulette and 
blackjack for our wedding at Grinkle Park. The 
guests really enjoyed the entertainment and the 
money with photos was really funny! The company 
were really professional who quickly responded to  
any queries we had. Thanks so much!”
Sophie Jones
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If you are looking to run a promotion or launch a new 
product we can provide everything you will need.

From set up and maintenance of your stand through 
to the planning, transport and staffing of a national 
campaign.

EXPO BOOTH STAFF 
All of our exhibition stand equipment can be 
staffed by our experienced and fully trained 
professionals, who will help to promote 
your brand and collect data from your 
potential clients if you require. You 
can also provide them with branded 
clothing to help promote your 
product too if you wish.

We have 
various expo 

entertainment 
available too 

including:

Barrel & Dice

Chocolate Tasting 
Casino

Cocktail Tasting Casino

Expo Air Selfie Pod

Giant Buzz Wire

Grab A Grand Machine

Higher Or Lower

Neuron Race / Whack Attack

Racing Simulators

Scalextric

What’s Next

Who’s Next

Wine Tasting Casino

EXHIBITIONS 
& TRADE SHOWS

“Thank you again for your presence last week on 
our booth at IPExpo. We/you scanned 560 people, 

which is 4 times what we did the last years. You and 
Lisa did really a great job, it was very nice to have you 

with us.”
EfficientIP
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Giant Slide

Human 
Demolition

Hungry Hippos

Laser Clay Shooting

Penalty Shootout

Popcorn & Candyfloss

Precision Driving Displays

Racing Simulators

Remote Controlled Car

Rodeo Bull / Horse / Reindeer / Sheep

Scalextric

Surf Machine

Target Golf

Unclimbable Ladder

Wind Up Horses

Wipeout

Fun for all the family, if you are looking entertainment to 
suit all ages we can tailor days to suit your requirements to 
keep children and adults entertained all day.

We have various family fun entertainment available 
including:

Archery

Army Assault Course

Basketball Shootout

Bouncy Castles

Bungee Run

Coconut Shie

Crazy Golf

Equalizer

Footpool

Giant Buzz Wire

Giant Dartboard

Giant Games

FAMILY FUN DAYS

“We all agreed the service was excellent and 
everyone thoroughly enjoyed it. Your contribution 

is getting everyone involved makes a big difference. 
Many thanks”

HTA Real Estate Ltd
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“We were really impressed with LMS Entertainments who provided our customers with an array of entertainment at our recent events at Porsche 
Centre Teesside. From our initial enquiry, Kelly, Paul & Jane were totally professional and delivered excellent service on the day to our customers. 
We were so pleased with LMS that we have already booked them for our next event! Thank you!” Porsche Teesside
“Thank you so much for all the fabulous activities at our event at Crathorne Hall for Taylor Wimpey North Yorkshire! All your team were amazing!!! 
We cannot fault anything at all, you took over all the organisation, setting out, running and clearing away. I cannot thank you enough for making 
this such a FABULOUS event! Many, many thanks.” Taylor Wimpey
“We booked the laser clay shooting for our wedding at Crathorne Hall! It couldn’t of been more perfect! We had so much fun, it’s a great 
competition between guests and kept them all entertained for a few hours! Excellent service, from all the staff! All the guests have said it was a 
fantastic idea. Thank you so so much!” Claire & Adam McAndrew
“Following our event, these are some of the comments people had. Funny, entertaining and raised money for charity. Random but brilliant. Really 
fun and everyone treated as equals. Had such a laugh, awesome amount raised for charity. Absolutely hilarious. Absolute chaos but a great laugh, 
it really helped to get everyone together and break down barriers. I thank you again for hosting our evening for us and it was great to meet you.” 
Virgin
“I just wanted to say thank you for our excellent outdoor activity yesterday. The whole team enjoyed the shooting immensely and they have been 
telling their colleagues all about it. Thanks again and I am sure we will see you again.” PC Henderson Ltd
“Thank you so much for a brilliant race event on Saturday. The whole day was marvellous and as ever we could not have raised vital funds without 
the help support and charming personality of Paul. I always look forward to working on an event with you as I know it will be high quality and so 
much fun!” Daisy Chain Project
“I would just like to say what a fantastic evening we all had, thanks to LMS. So many people told me that they had thoroughly enjoyed themselves 
with all the entertainment that you provided, and Paul and his team were absolutely wonderful. I will definitely be recommending you.” Colas Rail
 “Thank you for the excellent entertainment package that you provided at our corporate event at Redworth Hall last week, and for accommodating 
our change of requirements as such short notice. The combination of wine casino, vision cars and neuron race was perfect for our group of senior 
European customers. They enjoyed the competitive nature of the events, as well as the banter provided by the staff and really got into the spirit 
of things. Thanks again for all your help - I will certainly keep you on file for future events!” Sartorius Stedim Biotech
“I just wanted to say a huge thank you for Saturday night. Everything you provided was perfect and completely made the evening. Everybody had 
an amazing time and the service you provided was both friendly and professional. I would definitely recommend you for any future functions. Again 
a huge thank you and good luck for your future events.” Stephanie Novak
“A massive thank you to the whole team for providing casino tables, air hockey, table football and a photo booth for our wedding at Linden hall in 
Northumberland. You were a pleasure to have attend, and very patient and caring with all of the guests (particularly our 94 year old grandad who 
was thrilled to win 8000 pounds worth of fun money!) many thanks once again for making our day so special!” Ruth Davidson
“Just wanted to say the service we received from booking the event right up to and including the night was FANTASTIC. Everyone thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves, and it was so nice to finally put a face to a name. Thank you so much again to everyone at LMS and I will be recommending 
your services.” Creamline Dairies
“The Casino was a huge success and enjoyed by all. Thank you for going the extra mile, I was really pleased with the high professional and personal 
service your company gave.” HSBC
“You were all great, thank you, and I have nothing to say other than that, on a happiness scale of 1 to 10 with LMS – you are on 100!” Barrie Davies
“Thank you for your kind support with our Roaring 20s Charity Ball. We greatly appreciate this. We received many comments from our guests who 
greatly enjoyed the entertainment. Providing your time and providing excellent entertainment helped us to raise a huge £13,236.00. These funds 
help us to continue our work helping to support women and children to live safe and free from abuse. The evening was a huge success and we 
hope you enjoyed it too. Your help is very much appreciated.” My Sisters Place
“Thank you for the brilliant casino tables you arranged for my sons 21st birthday party at Lumley Castle. Everyone really enjoyed playing and the 
fun money with Freddie’s picture went down a storm! A lovely idea. The two staff at the event were perfect, professional and fun, and certainly 
created an atmosphere, please pass on my thanks. If ever the opportunity arises I would certainly use your company again and will definitely 
recommend you.” Louise Taylor
“On behalf of the Anglian Water WaterAid Committee, I would like to pass on all our thanks to you for your kind and generous support at this year’s 
Anglian Water WaterAid Ball. With your help we raised a staggering £626,000, the highest amount ever for our Ball.” Anglian Water
“I just wanted to write and say a massive Thank You again for providing and running the casino tables on Saturday night for Ben’s surprise party. 
You guys were absolutely fabulous and so many people have commented on what lovely people you both were as well as how much fun they all 
had! So thank you again for all you did and I hope to see/use you again!” Lisa Lapham
“Myself and Daniel just wanted to say a huge thank you for providing the casino at our wedding! t was the best move we made throughout the 
whole wedding in booking you! t went down a storm and even now all our guests keep saying how much fun they had and how it was one of the 
best weddings they had ever been to! Thanks again, we will defiantly recommend you to anyone!” Gemma & Daniel Reed
“I would like to express my personal thanks for all of your help and support in this event, the guys you sent for the day were great. Thank you, 
since the event we have been in a whirl! The feedback from all of the staff who came along with their families has been very positive and the most 
incredibly kind thanks expressed for everything they all experienced on the day. In order for the event to be a huge success, the event’s team 
couldn’t have managed to make it work without the help and support of all of you that day. We would like to take this opportunity to extend all 
thanks for helping us to make the day a huge success and in turn, potentially continue to make the fun day an annual event.” Cleveland Bridge UK

TESTIMONIALS
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